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Abstract 10 

1. An understanding of the direct links between animals and their environment can 11 

offer insights into the drivers and constraints to animal movement. Constraints on 12 

movement interact in complex ways with the physiology of the animal 13 

(metabolism) and physical environment (food and weather), but can be modelled 14 

using physical principles of energy and mass exchange. Here, we describe a 15 

general, spatially explicit individual-based movement model that couples a 16 

nutritional energy and mass budget model [Dynamic Energy Budget (DEB) theory] 17 

with a biophysical model of heat exchange. This provides a highly integrated 18 

method for constraining an ectothermic animal’s movement in response to how 19 

food and microclimates vary in space and time. 20 

2. The model uses R to drive a NetLogo individual-based model together with 21 

microclimate and energy- and mass-budget modelling functions from the R 22 

package ‘NicheMapR’. It explicitly incorporates physiological and morphological 23 

traits, behavioural thermoregulation, movement strategies, and movement costs. 24 

From this, the model generates activity budgets of foraging and shade-seeking, 25 
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home range behaviour, spatial movement patterns, and life history consequences 26 

under user-defined configurations of food and microclimates. To illustrate the 27 

model, we run simulations of the Australian sleepy lizard Tiliqua rugosa under 28 

different movement strategies (optimising or satisficing) in two contrasting habitats 29 

of varying food and shade (sparse and dense). We then compare the results with 30 

real, fine-scale movement data of a wild population throughout the breeding 31 

season.  32 

3. Our results show that 1) the extremes of movement behaviour observed in sleepy 33 

lizards are consistent with feeding requirements (passive movement) and thermal 34 

constraints (active movement), 2) the model realistically captures majority of the 35 

distribution of observed home range size, 3) both satisficing and optimising 36 

movement strategies appear to exist in the wild population, but home range size 37 

more closely approximates an optimising strategy, and 4) satisficing was more 38 

energetically efficient than optimising movement, which returned no additional 39 

benefit in metabolic fitness outputs.  40 

4. This framework for predicting physical constraints to individual movement can be 41 

extended to individual-level interactions with the same or different species and 42 

provides new capabilities for forecasting future responses to novel resource and 43 

weather scenarios. 44 

 45 

Key words: individual-based model; movement ecology; biophysical ecology; spatial; 46 

dynamic energy budget; microclimate; thermoregulation  47 
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Introduction 51 

Forecasts of individual responses to current and future climates and habitat modification 52 

should ideally be based on an explicit understanding of the physiological limits of animals 53 

in their environments (Kearney & Porter 2009; Helmuth et al. 2005; Porter et al. 2006; 54 

Buckley 2008; Sears et al. 2016). Exploring how individual traits interact with habitat 55 

features and environmental drivers, such as resources and microclimates, offer useful 56 

insights into individual behaviour, activity periods, and range shifts (Stevenson 1985b; 57 

Crozier & Dwyer 2006; Buckley 2008; Vickers et al. 2011). On short time scales, foraging 58 

animals must minimise exposure to extreme environments by exploiting microclimatic 59 

variation in their habitats, thereby avoiding physiological hazards such as overheating, cold 60 

stress, and desiccation (Huey 1991; Helmuth & Hofmann 2001; Franklin et al. 2007; Sears 61 

et al. 2011). Potential behavioural responses to such physiological constraints depend on 62 

the spatial configuration of resources in relation to microclimates. For example, animals 63 

may adjust body temperature while foraging by utilising shade (Shelly 1982), select 64 

oviposition sites by substrate temperature (Davies et al. 2006), and switch between 65 

different activities, such as basking and foraging, to navigate microhabitats (McClure et al. 66 

2011) and respond to seasonal changes in habitat suitability (Christian et al. 1983). The 67 

extent to which an animal risks exposure to extreme environments depends, in turn, on its 68 

nutritional and hydration state (Adolph & Porter 1993; Kearney et al. 2010; Clissold et al. 69 

2013).  70 

 71 

By estimating how resources and microclimates drive animal movement, we can build a 72 

more realistic picture of animal displacement, habitat use, and ecology. Individual-based 73 

models (IBMs) are useful tools for exploring how environmental constraints influence 74 

animal movement in space and time. For example, they have been used to predict how the 75 
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spatial distribution of resources drives home range behaviour (Mitchell & Powell 2012) 76 

and how habitat features motivate patch selection (Railsback et al. 1999). In doing so, 77 

IBMs can lead to a predictive understanding of the environmental conditions that allow 78 

species to invade new habitats and their subsequent shift in distribution (e.g. climate 79 

change; Pearson et al. 2006; Randin et al. 2006; see Sears & Angilletta 2015). 80 

 81 

Owing to the multiple constraints imposed on animals, movement models can be complex. 82 

Interacting drivers, e.g. resources and cognition (Müller et al. 2011), are often estimated 83 

with empirically derived functions (Schurr et al. 2012). Such empirical models are 84 

necessarily limited in their generality. We can be more general by capturing and bounding 85 

these interactions according to basic physical principles. The fields of metabolic theory and 86 

biophysical ecology provide this basis for understanding environmental constraints on 87 

animal movement. Metabolic theory (Nisbet et al. 2000; Brown et al. 2004) aims to 88 

understand how organisms take up energy and matter from their environment and allocate 89 

them to the processes of growth, development, maintenance, and reproduction. Similarly, 90 

the principles of biophysical ecology (Porter et al. 1973; Gates 1980) can categorise how 91 

these processes are constrained by the thermal and hydration state of an individual. 92 

Together, metabolic theory and biophysical ecology provide a complementary 93 

understanding of how internal metabolic requirements and external patterns in resources 94 

and microclimates constrain movement options (Kearney et al. 2009; Kearney et al. 2013).  95 

 96 

Our approach builds on previous work integrating biophysical ecology and Dynamic 97 

Energy Budget (DEB) theory (Kearney et al. 2010; Kearney 2013) by being explicit about 98 

space and movement costs. As such, we aim to link the physical environment and 99 

physiological traits with movement-related phenomena, such as home range behaviour and 100 
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displacement. We outline an energy and mass budget-driven individual-based model 101 

(Individual Dynamic Energy Budget Movement model; IDEBM) of an ectothermic animal 102 

moving in space and time using the individual-based modelling (IBM) protocol (Grimm et 103 

al. 2006). We explore how two contrasting movement strategies driven by physiological 104 

constraints generate different movement and home range patterns: optimising, where 105 

animals move during all thermally available activity times, and satisficing, where animals 106 

move only when sufficiently hungry based on their metabolism. We do this under two 107 

contrasting densities of food and shade.  108 

 109 

The model comprises three coupled sub-models that operate simultaneously: 1) a 110 

metabolic model of an animal’s energy and mass balance, including direct movement 111 

costs, based on a general theory of resource uptake and use by organisms (DEB theory; 112 

Kooijman 2010), 2) a transient heat budget model for calculating changes in individual 113 

thermal state in response to varying habitat microclimates, and 3) a decision-making model 114 

driving movement in space and time. We compare simulated movements to real movement 115 

data of 60 adult sleepy lizards for the 2009 breeding season with two major aims: 116 

1) to test whether the IDEBM model can predict movement and home range patterns 117 

based on individual physical limits under different food and microclimate 118 

constraints  119 

2) to interpret the movement strategy that real individuals in the population use to 120 

navigate these movement constraints.   121 

 122 

1. Overview  123 

1.1. Purpose. The focal species is Tiliqua rugosa (Scincidae), a medium-sized herbivorous 124 

lizard from Australia, for which we have detailed field movement data [see ‘Data 125 
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collection’ in the Appendix and (Kerr & Bull 2006) for information on data collection and 126 

study site]. In the model, the metabolic and thermal state of individuals updates on 2-127 

minute time steps to match observed data (see 'Data collection' in the Appendix and Kerr et 128 

al. 2004) as they switch among different activity states of searching (including socialising), 129 

feeding (including handling), and sheltering (resting in shade, basking, and ‘sleeping’) 130 

depending on whether in sun, food, or shade patches. These behavioural categories define 131 

their activity budget in space and time over a continuous time scale of the entire breeding 132 

season (Sep to Dec; 117 days). Individuals follow a correlated random walk (CRW) 133 

movement within a 2D model landscape of randomly distributed and clumped food and 134 

shade patches interspersed throughout open sun patches. We estimate distributions of 135 

shade patches from LIDAR data of the study site by combining a digital surface model 136 

(DSM) and digital terrain model (DTM) to reflect the spatial arrangement of habitat 137 

features, thus providing a realistic picture of the thermal landscape. Hourly microclimates 138 

are computed with the NicheMapR microclimate model based on daily weather inputs 139 

from Australian historic weather data queried from continent wide 0.05° gridded products 140 

[Australian Water Availability Project, AWAP (Jones et al. 2009) and a daily wind 141 

database (McVicar et al. 2008). See ‘NicheMapR microclimate model overview’ in the 142 

Appendix and model overview in supporting material from (Kearney 2013)]. These hourly 143 

predictions are then splined to 2-minute intervals and used to update the landscape 144 

microclimate at each time step. See Fig. 1 for input pathways of microclimate data. 145 

Functions for the energy and mass budget calculations are part of the R (R Development 146 

Core Team 2015) package ‘NicheMapR’ (https://github.com/mrke/NicheMapR). 147 

Metabolism is modelled using the function ‘DEB.R’ and a transient heat budget 148 

‘onelump_varenv.R’ driven by the environmental output from the ‘microclimate’ function 149 

https://github.com/mrke/NicheMapR
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updates the individual thermal state 150 

(https://github.com/darwinanddavis/MalishevBullKearney).  151 

 152 

The decision-making IBM (Appendix 1) is implemented in Netlogo (Wilensky 1999) and 153 

simulated from R. The energy and heat budget models (Appendix 2) described above are 154 

first implemented in R, then integrated with the IBM simulations using the ‘RNetlogo’ 155 

package (Thiele et al. 2012). The detailed breakdown of the energy and mass budget is 156 

presented in Appendix 3. Italicised text denotes DEB and NicheMapR variables and 157 

parameters, e.g. E, and code typeface denotes IBM simulation parameters, e.g. 158 

reserve-level and procedures, e.g. Feeding.  159 

     160 

2. Entities, state variables, and scales      161 

The model has three entities—individuals, habitat, and microclimate—simultaneously 162 

driven by the energy budget (DEB), the heat budget (NicheMapR), and the decision-163 

making model (IBM).  164 

 165 

2.1. Energy budget model. The energy budget model uses individual morphology and 166 

physiology data with theory-driven principles of energy and mass balances to update the 167 

internal metabolic state of the animal, including food processing and intake rates, somatic 168 

maintenance and movement costs, and growth and reproductive rates. We incorporate the 169 

core assumptions and basic rules of DEB theory (see Appendix 3) as a coupled energy and 170 

mass budget model (see Fig. 3 in Kearney & Porter 2009) into an IBM that updates the 171 

individual internal state on 2-minute time steps. This then drives movement and changes in 172 

metabolism (including direct movement costs) to generate changes among activity states 173 

and the overall activity budget, home range emergence, and habitat use. It thus provides a 174 

https://github.com/darwinanddavis/MalishevBullKearney
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way to compute the animal’s motivational state for movement (hunger, reproduction) and 175 

predict fitness consequences (growth, reproduction, condition) of different movement 176 

strategies. Table 1 shows the DEB parameters estimated using the ‘covariation method’ 177 

(Lika et al. 2011) from animal data and Appendix 3 shows a summary of DEB procedures. 178 

 179 

2.2. Heat budget model. The heat budget computes heat exchange between animal and 180 

environment based on morphology (e.g. body mass, length, surface area, and solar 181 

reflectance), physiology (e.g. metabolic rate, rates of food intake and processing), 182 

behaviour (e.g. foraging temperature thresholds), and environmental conditions (e.g. 183 

ground and air temperature, wind speed, solar radiation, and infra-red radiation) (Kearney 184 

& Porter 2004). Following Porter et al. (1973), we compute body temperature 𝑇𝑇𝑏𝑏 as the 185 

sum of the steady 𝑦𝑦s and transient 𝑦𝑦t thermal state, 𝑇𝑇𝑏𝑏 = 𝑦𝑦s + 𝑦𝑦t  186 

𝑇𝑇𝑏𝑏 = 𝑗𝑗
𝑘𝑘

 + (𝑇𝑇𝑏𝑏 −  𝑗𝑗
𝑘𝑘

)𝑒𝑒−𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 and 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿
𝛿𝛿𝑘𝑘

 = 𝑗𝑗 − 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇𝑏𝑏 (1.1) 187 

 188 

where 𝑗𝑗 = (Qsol  + ℎc 𝐴𝐴conv 𝑇𝑇air + ℎ𝑟𝑟 𝐴𝐴rad 𝑇𝑇rad)/𝐶𝐶, 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇𝑏𝑏 = 𝑇𝑇𝑏𝑏(ℎ𝑐𝑐 𝐴𝐴conv + ℎ𝑟𝑟 𝐴𝐴rad)/𝐶𝐶, k is a time 189 

constant, Qsol is the total solar radiation absorbed, 𝐴𝐴conv and 𝐴𝐴rad are the surface areas for 190 

convective and radiative heat transfer, respectively, 𝐶𝐶 is the thermal capacitance (specific heat 191 

capacity × mass), ℎc is the convection coefficient, and ℎ𝑟𝑟 is the radiation coefficient 192 

(approximated in our model by a Taylor series expansion 4𝜀𝜀𝜀𝜀(𝛿𝛿𝑏𝑏+ 𝛿𝛿𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
2

)3 with emissivity 𝜀𝜀 and 193 

Stefan-Boltzmann constant 𝜀𝜀). Note, for simplicity, we here neglect metabolism, evaporation, 194 

and conduction, but they can be incorporated if required (Porter et al. 1973). The time constant 195 

1
𝑘𝑘
 accounts for the response time of Tb between steady and transient states that influences heat 196 

transfer through the animal depending on individual thermal mass. See Table 2 for individual 197 

parameters and variables, Appendix 2 for detailed heat budget R code, Kearney et al. (2010) 198 
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for complementary ways to integrate biophysics with energetics (DEB theory), and Kearney et 199 

al. (2013) for applying the combined framework in a spatially implicit manner with a steady-200 

state heat budget model to the Cunningham’s skink, Egernia cunninghami. 201 

 202 

2.3. Decision-making IBM. The decision-making IBM simulates CRW movement in a 2D 203 

model landscape of randomly distributed food and shade, where environmental conditions 204 

update the coupled energy and heat budget to define the individual internal state and thus 205 

inform future behaviour and movement potential. Individuals follow either an optimising 206 

or satisficing movement strategy and move only when within their physiological limits 207 

(Tlower and Tupper, Table 2): optimising animals move during all available activity hours, 208 

whereas satisficing animals move only when hungry [gut fullness level is <75% (Kearney 209 

et al. 2013)] and thus avoid socially-motivated movement. We choose these strategies for 210 

their relationship with decision-making and animal behaviour studies, i.e. foraging under 211 

environmental extremes is risk-taking and involves trade-offs. Individuals switch between 212 

three activity states depending on their current state and whether in food, sun, or shade: 213 

searching for food or shade (Searching), consuming food (Feeding), or sheltering in 214 

shade (Resting). For example, under either strategy, being in open sun while Searching 215 

or Feeding can push the animal outside its physiological limits (Tlower and Tupper), forcing it 216 

to seek refuge in shade.  217 

 218 

Optimising animals have the additional socialising activity state, which involves the same 219 

CRW movement, but motivated by social and territorial requirements categorised within 220 

Searching. Socialising is included in this strategy as it can contribute to dispersal 221 

potential and behavioural adaptation within an animal’s overall activity budget (Wang & 222 

Grimm 2007; Kays et al. 2015; Bateman et al. 2015; Spiegel et al. 2016). Additional traits 223 
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include perception range for locating food and shade patches and activity counters for time 224 

spent searching, feeding, and sheltering. See Table 3 for individual-based parameters and 225 

variables. 226 

 227 

2.4. Habitat. The habitat variables are food, shade, and sun patches distributed in the 228 

environment (Table 3). Food is either a small or large food item per open sun patch and is 229 

either sparsely or densely distributed under the two movement strategies. Food intake by 230 

individuals is determined by handling time (patch residence). Shade is single patches and 231 

estimated from vegetation inputs from Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) data of the 232 

study site.  233 

 234 

2.5. Microclimate. Patches are either shade or open sun (including food) determined by 235 

microclimate inputs of air temperature, relative humidity, ground temperature, wind 236 

velocity, solar zenith angle, and solar and infrared radiation from microclimate input data 237 

of the study site. We calculated microclimates from Australian historic weather data using 238 

the NicheMapR microclimate model [see model overview in supporting material from 239 

(Kearney 2013)], which we pre-computed hourly, then interpolated (splined) to 2-minute 240 

time steps during the simulation with the R function ‘approxfun’ from the stats package 241 

(Chambers et al. 1988). 242 

 243 

2.6. Scales. One patch is one cell on the model spatial grid (2 m2; Table 3). Simulations run 244 

on 2-minute time steps. Initial microclimate inputs are initialised hourly then projected 245 

(splined) to 2-minute time steps.   246 

 247 

3. Process overview and scheduling  248 
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Individuals are motivated both to find food (X) and to avoid environmental extremes. Food 249 

may be small (3 kJ) or large (6 kJ) items with one (2 mins) or two (4 mins) handling time 250 

steps, respectively. These energy values reflect the stomach-emptying rate specified by 251 

DEB theory following the Holling Type II functional response (Holling 1959). Energy 252 

reserves change on each time step as dictated by the reserve (E) dynamics of the DEB 253 

model relative to body temperature (Tb) (influenced by microhabitat/microclimate) and by 254 

whether or not it is feeding in that time step. Movement incurs a direct movement cost 255 

estimated from O2 expenditure rates for a similar-sized ectotherm (John-Alder et al. 1986) 256 

and converted to maintenance costs per unit of body mass generated by the DEB model  257 

(O2 g–1 converted to Joules). The reserve level then influences the dynamics of fitness 258 

outputs, such as growth, development, and reproduction (see Appendix 3 for summary of 259 

DEB parameters and primary metabolic pathways). Individuals also regulate their body 260 

temperature within their thermal constraints (Table 2) on each 2-minute time step 261 

according to their current location in space, i.e. shade vs. sun patch and the time of 262 

day/month. See Figure 1 for data inputs, Figure 2 for schematic of simulation runs, and 263 

Appendix 1 for IBM simulation code.  264 

 265 

4. Design concepts 266 

4.1. Basic principles. The environmental conditions (microclimatic values in the extremes 267 

of available shade), animal traits (DEB and the heat budget model), and resource densities 268 

(food and shade) are the three model inputs. The individual executes its movement 269 

decisions—searching for food or shade (Searching), consuming food (Feeding), or 270 

sheltering in shade (Resting) under either an optimising or satisficing movement 271 

strategy—in response to changes in these types of input, generating spatial movement 272 

patterns and fine-scale behavioural responses to changing constraints (see Fig. 1).  273 
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 274 

4.2. Emergence. Activity and home range patterns emerge from the two movement 275 

strategies in space and time in response to microclimate and food constraints. We interpret 276 

individual activity states and home range emergence in space using the 95% kernel 277 

utilisation (UD) distribution 278 

𝑈𝑈𝐷𝐷′(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦|𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖) =  𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦,𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖)
∫ 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈(𝑥𝑥′,𝑦𝑦′,𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖) 

𝑥𝑥′,𝑦𝑦′
 (2.1) 279 

 where x, y, and ti are x coordinates, y coordinates, and time for the ith coordinate relocation, 280 

respectively. Individual Tb, including the rate of Tb change, and current metabolic state of the 281 

animal updates the individual internal state per model time step to drive future movement 282 

decisions and thus home range emergence. For example, the individual will seek shade or 283 

forage depending on the external environmental temperature and whether within its activity 284 

temperature range (Tlower and Tupper). Based on how the external environment influences the 285 

internal individual state, this leads the individual to either displace from its current location in 286 

search of shade or food or remain in a resting state in shade to avoid environmental extremes, 287 

thus expanding or contracting its home range area. 288 

 289 

4.3. Adaptation. The internal metabolic and thermal state drives individual responses to 290 

environmental change. For example, if environmental conditions are outside the specified 291 

range for emergence or activity, the animal will remain in its shelter. Within these limits, 292 

animals can bask by actively seeking sun patches when attempting to reach a preferred 293 

basking temperature, or search for food, feed, or socialise when within their Tlower and 294 

Tupper activity range limits. Individuals must regulate their Tb in response to changing 295 

microclimates by adapting their movement on fine scales to their current physiological 296 

state (mass, energy reserve), the level and availability of shade, and photoperiod. For 297 

simplicity, we assume no burrowing behaviour.  298 
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 299 

4.4. Fitness. The DEB model computes the trajectory of the life history at any stage in the 300 

life-cycle and thus defines potential fitness components, such as growth or fecundity for a 301 

given simulation.  302 

 303 

4.5. Prediction. By simultaneously computing individual movement from thermal and 304 

resource limits of the habitat and the metabolic drive to move based on temperature and 305 

hunger levels, the model predicts movement constraints from purely individual 306 

physiological limits.  307 

 308 

4.6. Sensing. Individuals are aware of their habitat (food and shade) in space and time 309 

within a defined visual range (min-vision; Table 3), allowing them to gravitate toward 310 

food or shade patches that lie within this range depending on their current activity state.  311 

  312 

4.7. Stochasticity. Individual decisions are to some extent random (e.g. which direction to 313 

turn) following correlated random walks (CRW), which assume the least about any 314 

preferences for habitat features. This stochasticity generates different activity budgets 315 

under different movement strategies and resource distributions. When food or shade 316 

patches fall within the vision range, the individual will orientate and move itself directly 317 

toward the appropriate patch given the current activity state, i.e. Searching or Resting.    318 

 319 

4.8. Observation. The model produces individual outputs for body temperature (Tb), rate of 320 

change in Tb, activity budget in time and space (time spent and spatial coordinates of 321 

different activity states), accumulated direct movement costs, accumulated wet mass 322 

(structure, storage, food, and reproductive mass), gut fullness, and home range polygons 323 
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for both movement strategies.  324 

 325 

5. Details  326 

5.1. Initialisation   327 

All animal data are based on the adult sleepy lizard, Tiliqua rugosa. Activity temperature 328 

range for Searching is 26 °C and 35 °C for the lower and upper bounds, respectively 329 

(Table 2) and basking temperature is 14 °C (Pamula 1997). Vision range (min-vision) is 10 330 

m (Table 3) (Auburn et al. 2009). Table 4 details the parameters for initialising the DEB 331 

model for Tiliqua rugosa. We set up the IDEBM model to simulate real movement data of 332 

location tags every 10 minutes and movement steps, body temperature (Tb), and energy 333 

reserves recorded every 2 minutes of 60 adult sleepy lizards in the 2009 breeding season 334 

(September to December). 335 

 336 

Individuals are initialised as adults at the onset of maturity and begin in a shade patch 337 

(Resting) in the centre of the landscape with maximum reserve (Maximum-reserve). 338 

Initial body temperature (Tb) depends on the user-defined location in space and time of 339 

year. Minimum and maximum activity temperature range (ºC), basking temperature (ºC), 340 

body mass (g), and vision range (m) are user-defined. We simulated an individual in a 341 

habitat of randomly distributed food and shade patches for 117 days from September 5, 342 

2009. Simulations were repeated 100 times using a seeded habitat arrangement for 1) the 343 

optimising vs. satisficing strategies and 2) sparse (1000) vs. dense (100,000) food and 344 

shade distributions. We then compared movement pattern simulations with home ranges of 345 

sleepy lizard GPS data for this time period.  346 

 347 

6. Input data 348 
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6.1. Habitat. The habitat represents an arid, terrestrial environment in South Australia 349 

(139°21`E, 33°55`S), 1.5 × 1.5 km. Grid cells in the model landscape are 2 m wide. 350 

 351 

6.2. Microclimate. The habitat is a mosaic of sun and shade patches (sparse or dense) that 352 

animals, when simulated to enter either patch type, are exposed to the respective sun or 353 

shade microclimate for the study site throughout the breeding season (September to 354 

December, 2009). We estimated distributions of shade patches from the LIDAR data of the 355 

study site and calculate hourly microclimates from the NicheMapR microclimate model 356 

using continent-wide weather data.    357 

 358 

7. Submodels 359 

7.1. Activity budget. Individuals switch between three separate activity states that 360 

encompass the fundamental behavioural repertoire: Searching for food, Feeding 361 

(including handling), and Resting (sheltering, seeking shade, and basking). For example, 362 

less time spent sheltering relative to feeding could imply that the animal is malnourished or 363 

lives around patchy resources. Emergent individual behaviour generates transition 364 

probabilities between activity states and thus a global state space model. Optimising 365 

animals have the extra activity state of socialising.   366 

 367 

Results 368 

Does the model capture realistic home range area and behaviour? 369 

We used a metabolic theory-based movement model defining the internal energy and mass 370 

budget to drive movement decisions and generate activity budgets and home range 371 

emergence in response to external environmental constraints of food and microclimates 372 

explicitly defined in space and time. Using satisficing and optimising strategies as proxies 373 
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for minimum and maximum potential movement, the IDEBM model produced 374 

distributions of home range size which overlap with that of the wild population (Fig. 3). 375 

Mean home range area for real animals (0.038 km2) was significantly greater than 376 

simulated satisficing animals (0.0126 km2, t54.6 = 7.0376, p < 0.001), but not different from 377 

simulated optimising animals (0.0397 km2
, t69.5 = 0.39715, p = 0.6925) (Fig. 3). This 378 

implies that actual lizard movement extends beyond basic behaviours of feeding, 379 

searching, and resting to include extra movement relating to socialising (Fig. 4B). Some 380 

home ranges of real animals were larger than those from any of the two simulated 381 

movement strategies, but this portion of the total number of observed animals was only 382 

10% (n = 6). Further, the mean home range area of observed animals is closer to that of 383 

either simulated movement strategy than the maximum observed home range area. Under 384 

an optimising strategy that allows socially-motivated movement, individuals covered more 385 

ground and thus explored more food and shade patches within a similar time period 386 

compared to satisficing ones (Fig. 5C–D). Animals were also able to successfully negotiate 387 

different habitat arrangements, as shown by similar home range sizes between sparse and 388 

dense resource distributions (Fig. S1). 389 

 390 

How does movement strategy shape activity budgets?  391 

From individual-based decisions based on the internal energetic and thermal state of the 392 

animal in response to a spatial resource landscape, home range vertices show that 393 

optimising individuals under high resource distribution covered 1.2-fold more area (km2) 394 

feeding than either searching or resting. Optimising animals spent on average 4.1-fold 395 

more time searching, 2.7-fold more time feeding, and 1.8-fold more time transitioning 396 

between activity states than did satisficing animals (Fig. 4). As expected, the largest 397 

difference in activity between movement strategies was for resting; satisficing animals, 398 
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who spent 1.2-fold more time resting than optimising animals, were restricted from any 399 

non-feeding activities, i.e. socialising. Optimising animals spent 10.5-fold more time 400 

searching and 48-fold more time resting than feeding. Conversely, satisficing animals 401 

spent 6.9-fold more time searching and 149-fold more time resting than feeding.  402 

 403 

How does movement potential affect individual metabolic outputs?  404 

Movement was, on average, 1.4-fold more costly for maximum (optimising) over 405 

minimum (satisficing) movement potential due to extra overall time engaging in non-406 

feeding movement (Fig. 6A). The IDEBM model predicted relatively minor impacts on the 407 

energy budget of the two movement strategies: structure, wet mass storage, converted food 408 

mass, and reproductive organ wet mass of optimising animals were, on average, 0.0004%, 409 

0.0008%, 0.0009%, and 0.0023% (g) lighter after the breeding season than in satisficing 410 

animals, respectively (Fig. 6B). 411 

 412 

Does the individual heat budget model capture realistic thermal changes and costs?  413 

We found the upper and lower Tb limits per hour of the day for the different simulated 414 

movement strategies encompassed those of the wild population throughout the breeding 415 

season, while average hourly simulated Tb varied from observed by ±5ºC (cf. Fig. 7A–B). 416 

An example of the fine scale changes in Tb as the individual enters and exits shade patches 417 

across the day is shown in Figure 7. Rates of Tb change for simulated minimum and 418 

maximum movement potential showed a similar range to those of the real animals (Fig. 419 

S2).   420 

 421 

Discussion 422 
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We built an individual-based spatial movement model driven by mechanistic models of 423 

heat exchange and metabolism to predict movement and home range patterns under 424 

different food and microclimate constraints. Our aim was to interpret how animals navigate 425 

these movement constraints from interacting internal (physiology and metabolism) and 426 

external (resource and weather) cues under different movement strategies to capture habitat 427 

use of the wild population.  428 

 429 

Simulated average home ranges under the optimising strategy closely approximated real 430 

home ranges throughout the breeding season (Fig. 3). Therefore, our movement model 431 

driven from bottom-up physiological and metabolic consequences was able to provide 432 

biologically realistic predictions. Given that real animals move significantly more than 433 

predicted by the simulated satisficing strategy, our results imply that sleepy lizards are 434 

exploiting available thermally suitable time for activities above and beyond what is needed 435 

for feeding (Fig. 3). This is consistent with field studies of sleepy lizards showing that 436 

males in particular engage in extensive movements associated with mating and social 437 

behaviour (Kerr & Bull 2006).  438 

 439 

The motivations of animals to trade-off available time for different activities are diverse 440 

e.g. growing versus mortality risk (Werner & Anholt 1993; Stamps 2007), rapid habitat 441 

change (Fahrig 2007), and the interplay between the internal state and external 442 

environmental cues (Schick et al. 2008; Clobert et al. 2009; Shaw & Couzin 2013). 443 

Animals face movement trade-offs depending on how food and microclimates change in 444 

space and time on fine scales (Porter et al. 1973; Stevenson 1985b; McClure et al. 2011). 445 

By adjusting behaviour and activity windows to exploit different thermal landscapes, 446 

animals can better regulate their body temperature (Sears et al. 2011; Vickers et al. 2011; 447 
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Villén-Pérez et al. 2013) and better adapt to fine scale environmental change. The 95% 448 

home range vertices we computed for each activity state showed that simulated patch use 449 

from searching for food and feeding covered the most ground because when food is 450 

abundant, i.e. under high resource distribution, animals can easily find and move to nearby 451 

food patches. Animals can then use food patches as stepping-stones to find more food; in 452 

contrast, more patchy food distribution lowers the chance of finding and thus moving to 453 

food patches. Therefore, space use by simulated animals when feeding required more 454 

directional movement and was less random than when searching, including socialising. 455 

More time spent feeding suggests that, under physiological constraints, foraging drives 456 

movement over socialising.  457 

 458 

Simulated shade-seeking behaviour, including retreating to shade, covered less area 459 

because resting animals are more stationary and displace less than foraging ones. This 460 

result is likely due to the time costs of different activities. For example, animals heat up 461 

and cool down over much shorter time intervals than those involved in searching for and 462 

handling food. That is, they may have to continually leave a food patch to cool down in a 463 

shade patch in hot weather. Therefore, thermal extremes can impose significant overhead 464 

costs to foraging time. For example, active lizards in open patches can spend up to 20-fold 465 

more time in foraging than non-foraging behaviour (Wilson & Lee 1974). We found 466 

simulated animals spent more time exposed to thermal extremes when foraging than when 467 

retreating to refuges. Our modelling framework directly links these time costs to food 468 

availability in the model landscape and to metabolism via satiation, i.e. a gut fullness 469 

threshold imposing hunger. Therefore, we can naturally capture how changes in Tb affect 470 

gut emptying rates via metabolic rate to drive foraging opportunities and thus movement 471 

decisions. By connecting the web of metabolic and heat pathways of the animal [Fig. 1; see 472 
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Fig. 2 in (Kearney et al. 2010)], the IDEBM model shows the feedbacks in time and space 473 

between the internal energetics of the animal and external environmental change of the 474 

habitat form inescapable, interacting constraints. From these interacting constraints arises 475 

complex conditional movement behaviour from simple rules.  476 

 477 

We used theory-based estimates of direct movement costs to represent the metabolic 478 

investment of movement between different strategies of the sleepy lizard to further 479 

interpret differences in minimum (satisficing) and maximum (optimising) movement 480 

potential. On average, movement for satisficing animals cost less (Fig. 6A), allowing for 481 

more metabolic input into structural volume, storage, converted food mass, and 482 

subsequently reproductive mass (Fig. 6B). Despite affording increased space use and more 483 

freedom when finding resources, non-essential movement, i.e. socialising, for optimising 484 

animals yielded a lower, albeit marginal, metabolic return than satisficing ones after the 485 

breeding season across all mass properties. Coupled with the home range overlap of 486 

optimising and wild animals (Fig. 3), this suggests real sleepy lizards may indeed invest 487 

substantial amounts energy into movement with little nutritional return. This is supported 488 

by field observations that male sleepy lizards in particular spend large amounts of time 489 

mate guarding in addition to foraging (Kerr & Bull 2006; Godfrey et al. 2012).  490 

 491 

Movement is a costly process (Wilson et al. 2013; Wilson et al. 2014; Wilson et al. 2015) 492 

and difficult to generalise across models due to the complexity of how metabolic pathways 493 

allocate energy and mass to different metabolic functions. This complexity means 494 

movement models often apply ad hoc or field-based movement costs (Buchmann et al. 495 

2011; Kułakowska et al. 2014; Louzao et al. 2014; Ayllón et al. 2016) and thus can 496 

overlook or ignore key physical processes essential to energy budget estimates, such as 497 
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how metabolic rates depend on temperature. We can gain a more structured approach to 498 

the problem of integrating movement costs with energy budgets by incorporating these 499 

costs into formal metabolic theory. DEB theory applies a metabolic hierarchy to energy 500 

allocation via the κ rule (Table 1), where energy diverges to the κ branch to supply somatic 501 

maintenance and growth (Eq. 2 in Appendix 3) and the remainder to the 1 – κ branch for 502 

reproduction (Eq. 7 and Eq. 8 in Appendix 3). Movement costs could indeed be added to 503 

either of these branches, but they are most often considered part of somatic maintenance 504 

costs (Kooijman 2010), as per our simulations. In this case, movement costs compete 505 

directly with growth. Because we modelled animals that were near to maximum size, and 506 

thus very little energy was being allocated to growth, the costs were mostly manifested as 507 

minor reductions in body condition. For juveniles, where a greater proportion of this 508 

energy flow is allocated to growth, the fitness costs of movement would be manifested as 509 

reduced growth rate. An alternative would be to impose locomotion costs on the 1 – κ 510 

branch. Here, costs for adults would manifest as reduced size-specific reproductive output, 511 

while costs for juveniles would be an increased time to sexual maturity. A mixed strategy 512 

is also possible, where a portion of movement costs come from the κ branch and some 513 

from the 1 – κ branch. Indeed, the extra movement costs of male sleepy lizards (Kerr & 514 

Bull 2006) could equate to the energy females allocate to offspring. Exploring these 515 

various ways of imposing movement costs, and thus movement decisions in space and 516 

time, under the IDEBM framework is an interesting avenue for future research.  517 

 518 

Rapidly changing thermal environments from climate change may reduce activity time and 519 

consequently increase localised extinction risk (Sinervo et al. 2010). However, animals 520 

experience microclimates that vary substantially within and between habitats, on daily cycles 521 

(Fig. 7), in their spatial patterns (Sears et al. 2011), and in proximity to resources (Kearney 522 
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2013). We found rates of Tb change of simulated satisficing and optimising strategies were 523 

similar to observed passive and active movement between the morning (06:00–12:00) and 524 

afternoon (12:00–18:00) hours of the day (Fig. S2), suggesting that animals incur similar 525 

thermoregulatory time costs when exposed to morning and afternoon thermal extremes. For 526 

animals to tolerate these costs and exploit available activity time depends on basic individual 527 

differences, such as body mass, food requirements, and movement strategy (Huey & Pianka 528 

1981; Stevenson 1985a; Kearney & Porter 2004). For example, small, opportunistic foragers, 529 

such as Sceloporus serrifer, require more time exposed to thermal extremes to satisfy foraging 530 

needs than larger and hardier omnivorous foragers, such as Tiliqua rugosa. Therefore, a 531 

smaller body mass runs a higher risk of overheating and thus restricted dispersal ability 532 

(Kearney & Porter 2004; Sinervo et al. 2010). Indeed, high rates of Tb change on fine scales 533 

impose direct physical limits to animals in space due to the trade-offs between choosing to 534 

move and the distance required to escape environmental extremes (Sears et al. 2011; Sears et 535 

al. 2016); this in turn can restrict movement patterns to localised areas in space, thus limiting 536 

available activity time (Grant & Dunham 1990). Therefore, the challenge for the animal is to 537 

balance its movement trade-offs, i.e. the frequency at which they emerge and retreat from and 538 

to shelter and use different movement strategies (Fig. 4), against available and actual activity 539 

time as changing weather shifts activity windows throughout the day and year (Stevenson 540 

1985b; Kearney et al. 2009; Vickers et al. 2011). 541 

 542 

Ideally, a model capturing these detailed individual responses to varying environmental 543 

processes ought to be general and applied to biologically relevant scales (Sears & Angilletta 544 

2015). The IDEBM model achieves these ideals using general principles of energy and mass 545 

exchange, realistic microclimatic inputs, and basic movement rules in a spatially explicit 546 

context (Fig. 1), addressing the need for more detailed physiology-based movement models in 547 
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space (Sears et al. 2016). This provides a general, bottom-up framework to capture different 548 

movement motivations and highlights the importance of attributing individual-based 549 

physiological constraints to movement when exploring fine scale patch to home range 550 

behaviour (Martin et al. 2008; Kearney & Porter 2009; Sears & Angilletta 2015; Sears et al. 551 

2016). Populating the model landscape with realistic fine-scale microclimate inputs generates 552 

detailed and varied environmental scenarios. In our simulations, changing resource 553 

distribution had no effect on home range size between simulated movement strategies (Fig. 554 

S1). However, by using LIDAR data of the study site to configure resource (food and shade) 555 

distribution in space (see insets of Fig. S1), the model landscape can simulate realistic changes 556 

in habitat structure expected in nature, such as the boom and bust of shady vegetation 557 

following rainfall and fire events. This captures movement and behavioural responses to 558 

habitat change by allowing users to simulate how environmental disturbances (external cues) 559 

influence individual decisions (internal cues).  560 

 561 

By combining both internal and external movement drivers, the IDEBM model highlights how 562 

food and shade patterns determine suitable movement corridors and the frequency at which 563 

activity windows occur and persist based on physiology-driven movement limits. Simulations 564 

of home range behaviour from physiology-based estimates shows that the relationship 565 

between potential home range patterns and spatial distances among food and refuge sites is 566 

subtle, but crucial (Leu et al. 2010). We need a solid, bottom-up understanding of this 567 

relationship to interpret shade-seeking behaviour in specific habitat contexts (Belliure et al. 568 

1996; Kearney et al. 2009) or predict home ranges when resources vary in time and space 569 

(Fig. 3; Tracy & Christian 1986; Mitchell & Powell 2004; Moorcroft et al. 2006; Börger et al. 570 

2008). The time animals spend within various activity states (e.g. Searching, Feeding, or 571 

Resting) can shift their activity patterns as habitat conditions change. For example, a switch 572 
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in the frequency of time spent in different states depends on food availability and temperature; 573 

after depleting local food sources, animals can increase their searching effort (measured as 574 

space use) assuming that suitable conditions, such as more foraging hours in the later and 575 

warmer breeding season, permit further foraging (Sinervo et al. 2010; Sears et al. 2016). We 576 

show optimising animals searched and foraged more in the later and warmer breeding season 577 

(Fig. 4A–B). Further, despite a similar gut fullness threshold for foraging, satisficing animals 578 

in our simulations still only fed less than half as much as optimising animals. Therefore, 579 

optimising animals more often transitioned and spent more time overall transitioning among 580 

activities, suggesting habitat conditions during this time of year permitted increased searching 581 

and foraging (Fig. 4A–B), but still induced movement trade-offs by forcing them to regulate 582 

their internal state, i.e. shuttling in and out of shade whilst trying to forage (Fig. 4D). 583 

Optimising animals, however, displaced further throughout the landscape when feeding, 584 

despite spending more time resting and searching than feeding. This implies that, in the short 585 

term, the surplus time for optimising animals to move freely during available activity hours 586 

meant locating food patches or at least settling in areas where food was more abundant, such 587 

as shade adjacent to lots of food, was easier (Fig. 5). In the long term, however, this benefit 588 

yielded little energetic return (Fig. 6B). These results also suggest that directional (gravitating 589 

toward food) over correlated random movement is more useful for negotiating landscapes 590 

when animals are constrained by physiological limits to movement (Fronhofer et al. 2013), 591 

such as thermal limits and movement costs, including turn costs (Wilson et al. 2013). Building 592 

movement models around different behavioural states fills necessary biological gaps in model 593 

development and addresses inherent model fitting issues across varying time scales (Morales 594 

et al. 2004). The IDEBM model adds to these important modelling criteria by incorporating a 595 

theoretical basis to the mechanisms driving movement, thereby providing a generic framework 596 

to address movement costs and motivations across scales.  597 
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 598 

Limitations and future work 599 

Feedback delays between the rate at which activity states update and the scale of the decision-600 

making model time steps could influence overall activity budgets and thus space use over time 601 

for each activity state. This is a potential artefact of the model update procedures that requires 602 

further fine-tuning. The similar home range sizes of animals under sparse and dense resource 603 

distributions was surprising (Fig. S1). Future work could consider simulating habitats with 604 

larger thermal extremes (Christian & Weavers 1996; Blouin-Demers & Nadeau 2005), 605 

different topography (Sears et al. 2011) and ecoclines (Sunday et al. 2014), or similar resource 606 

distributions, but under increased warming scenarios. Our aim here is to deconstruct how the 607 

subtlety of habitat arrangement influences displacement and home range behaviour.  608 

 609 

Because the model assumes 50% shade levels and no burrowing, some simulated animals 610 

reached unnaturally high Tb on the hottest day of the season (Fig. 7C). Future model 611 

configurations incorporating varying shade levels and perhaps burrowing behaviour would 612 

refine Tb outputs during resting and shade-seeking behaviour. Further work dissecting how the 613 

consequences of direct movement costs, including turn costs (Wilson et al. 2013), change 614 

throughout the animal lifecycle is also needed. Our study species is long-lived and slow to 615 

mature. By simulating longer time periods, the life-history consequences of movement costs 616 

will become more apparent for this species, including how energy allocated among 617 

maintenance, growth, and movement shapes juvenile dispersal periods and gender differences 618 

in movement for females encumbered by the heavy metabolic demands of reproductive egg 619 

investment. We can also use the interacting internal and external drivers of the model to 620 

summarise basal metabolic rates of endotherms and thus use a similar approach to how 621 

internal energy and water costs constrain their movement decisions (Porter et al. 1994; 622 
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Kearney & Porter 2009). Finally, the physiology-driven mechanics of the model opens 623 

opportunities to explore within-species behaviour differences, including territoriality and 624 

interacting individuals (Spiegel et al. 2016; Leu et al. 2016; Spiegel et al. 2017), as well as 625 

scaling to population-level responses, such as using GPS data of movement rates to forecast 626 

range expansion of invasive species fronts, e.g. cane toad dispersal (Phillips et al. 2007). 627 

 628 

Conclusions  629 

Here, we presented an individual-based movement model built on general biophysical and 630 

metabolic principles of the individual animal and its direct relationship with food and weather 631 

in space and time. By explicitly capturing the physical limits driving movement, the IDEBM 632 

model presents a realistic and flexible approach for predicting current and future movement 633 

and home range activity under changing food and weather. This flexibility also makes the 634 

model robust to different time and space scales, so animals can experience different weather 635 

and habitats throughout the year. That is, we can refine how we interpret behavioural limits 636 

necessary for survival across scales and the physiological and ecological limits under which 637 

animals persist over their lifetime. The theory-driven estimates of movement costs in the 638 

model represents a reliable physiological understanding of movement and bottom-up 639 

forecasting of fine scale environmental change on habitat use and interpreting the ecological 640 

niche. Using a general, first principles approach to animal movement, the IDEBM model is 641 

thus suitable for tackling a wide range of questions in ecology and behaviour to improve our 642 

understanding of how spatial patterns of resources and microclimates influence complex 643 

behaviour, especially in the context of environmental change.  644 
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Table 1. Individual variables and parameters of the DEB model (Kooijman 2010) parameterised for the sleepy lizard, Tiliqua rugosa. Parameters 
are estimated from available animal data (Table 4). Dimensions: — dimensionless; J Joules; L structural length; t time. Units: d days; cm 
centimetres. Square [*] and curly {*} parentheses denote parameters per volume and surface area, respectively; dot accents denote rates. 
Parameter Value Dimension Unit Description 

ṗX 330.04 J t−1 d flux for food uptake from environment to individual 

ṗA 280.53 J t−1 d flux for food assimilated to energy, where {ṗAm} is the maximum assimilation rate (f = 1). 

κ 0.84 — — kappa rule of energy allocation 

ṗC 232.51 J t−1 d energy flux mobilised from reserve. κṗC, energy allocated to soma; (1 – κ)ṗC, energy allocated 
to maturity 

ṗM 117.56 J t−1 d flux for somatic maintenance 

ṗG 78.71 J t−1 d flux for growth 

𝑔𝑔 1.95 — — energy invested into growth (per maximum reserve [Em]) 

ṗJ 12.49 J t−1 d flux for maturity maintenance 

ṗR 23.75 J t−1 d flux for maturation or, once fully matured, for reproduction 

𝑣𝑣 0.03 L t−1 cm d−1 energy conductance 

𝑟𝑟 0.0001
7 t−1 d specific growth rate (of structure) 

[EG] 7772 J L−3 cm−3 cost of structural tissue 

{Fm} 6.5 L−2 t−1 cm−2 d−1 maximum surface-specific searching rate of food 
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κX 0.85 — — energy assimilation efficiency 

κR 0.95 — — reproduction efficiency 

{ṗT} 0 J L−2 t−1 cm−2 d−1 flux for surface-area specific somatic maintenance 

𝑘𝑘𝑘𝐽𝐽 0.002 t−1 d coefficient for rate of maturity maintenance 

Eb
H 102980 J — maturity threshold at birth 

Ep
H  249580 J — maturity threshold at puberty 

ER  0 J — reproduction buffer 
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Table 2. Individual variables and parameters of the transient heat budget model. Dimensions: — dimensionless; C Celsius; J Joules; kg 
kilograms; m metres; s seconds; t time; W watts.  
Parameter Dimension Description 

Tb °C core body temperature  

Tlower °C lower body temperature bound of activity range  

Tupper °C upper body temperature bound of activity range  

σ °C Stefan-Boltzman coefficient  

cp J kg–1 specific heat of flesh  

emis — emissivity of skin  

Foe — configuration factor of animal to absorb infrared radiation 

ρ kg m–3 density of animal mass 

abs — solar absorptivity of animal 

Q W heat fluxes  

y °C thermal state of animal: steady ys and transient yt   

j °C temperature constant 

k 1/s time constant 

C1 — dimensionless constant 

e–kt — dimensionless rate of Tb change  
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Table 3. State variables and parameters of model individuals, habitat, and microclimate. Dimensions: — dimensionless; C Celsius; J Joules; m metres; s 
seconds; t time; T temperature; W watts. As in 2. Entities, state variables, and scales. 
 
Entity Variable/ 

parameter 
Notation Dimension 

(unit) 
Description 

DEB IBM 

 

Individual 

 

Reserve density 

 

 

[E] 

 

 

reserve-
level 

 

J cm3 

 

DEB individual state variable that relates to nutritional state and contributes 
to part of the biomass. Dynamics of reserve flux is determined by the kappa 
(κ) rule of energy allocation that controls energy allocation to essential 
metabolic processes, such maintenance, growth, maturity, and 
reproduction. [Em] is maximum reserve density. See Eq. 4 in Appendix 3. 

 Structure V — cm3 A DEB state variable proportional to physical length that contributes part 
of the biomass. Structure increases (growth) based on flux of mobilised 
reserve. See Eq. 11 in Appendix 3. 

Growth is modelled by the DEB growth equation, the parameters of which 
are estimated from individual traits (e.g., snout to vent length (SVL)). See 
Table 4 for empirical data used to parameterise the DEB model.  

 Maturity EH — J A DEB individual variable that determines the maturity stage of animal. 
The case study model considers a mature adult, so EH = 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻

𝑝𝑝. 

 Movement 
strategy 

— Optimising 

Satisficing 

— An IBM parameter defining the movement strategy of the individual in 
space. Optimising animals include an additional socialising activity state.  
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 Gut level Esm Gutfull J cm3 A DEB variable representing stomach capacity that determines the level of 
food in the animal gut. Parameterised on the Cunningham's skink (Kearney 
2012).   

 Vision — min-vision 

 

Patch (m2) An IBM parameter defining the visual scope of the individual and its 
encounter probability of food and shade patches in space. Min-vision 
refers to the normal visual scope (10 m) (Auburn et al. 2009).  

 Functional 
feeding response 

f energy-gain — A DEB individual parameter that defines food (X) intake per encounter rate 
with food patches.  f (X) = 𝑋𝑋

𝑋𝑋+𝐾𝐾
, where K = {ṗ𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴}

𝜅𝜅𝑋𝑋{𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴}
 the half saturation 

coefficient, following (Holling 1959) (see Table 1 for K). 

 

Habitat 

 

Food 

 

X 

 

Yellow patch: 
small food 

Green patch: 
large food 

 

Patch (m2) 

 

Food items vary in size (bites) per food patch.  Small and large food items 
take one (2 mins) or two (4 mins) time steps, respectively (handling time). 
Food and sun patches represent similar microclimates.    
 

 Shade — Black patch Patch (m2) Shade patches are distributed randomly in the model landscape, reflecting 
typical spatial arrangement in nature.    

 

Microclimate 

 

Solar radiation 

 

SOLR 

 

— 

 

W m–2 

 

A NicheMapR variable. The model environment is loaded with these data 
prior to simulation runs, updated hourly within NicheMapR, and splined to 
2-minute time steps.  

 Local air 
temperature 

TALOC — T (°C) A NicheMapR variable. Input as per solar radiation. 
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 Infrared radiation IR — W m–2 A NicheMapR variable. Input as per solar radiation. 

 Relative humidity RHLOC — % A NicheMapR variable. Input as per solar radiation. 

 Soil temperature TS — T (°C) A NicheMapR variable. Input as per solar radiation. 

 Local wind speed VLOC — m s–1 A NicheMapR variable. Input as per solar radiation. 
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Table 4. Organism data for parameterising the standard Dynamic Energy Budget model of Tiliqua rugosa. Unit: d days; g grams; K 
Kelvin. All data are from Kearney, M. R., Munns, S. L., Moore, D., Malishev, M. and Bull, C. M., unpublished data, 
(http://www.bio.vu.nl/thb/deb/deblab/add_my_pet/entries_web/Tiliqua_rugosa_res.html), except life span, which is from (Snider & 
Bowler 1992). 
Parameter Value Unit Description 

ab 150 d age at birth at f (age 0 is at onset of embryo development) 

Tab 302.25 K temperature for ab 

ap 1642.5 d time since birth at puberty at f   

Tap 302.25 K temperature for ap   

am 7628.5 d life span at f (accounting for ageing only) 

Tam 296.35 K temperature for am 

Lb 16.5 cm snout to vent length at birth at f  

Lp 23 cm snout to vent at puberty at f  

Li 32.8 cm ultimate snout to vent length at f  

Wb 29.7 g dry weight at birth at f  

Wp 54 g dry weight at puberty at f 

Wi 215.1 g ultimate dry weight at f  

Ri 0.0024 d–1 maximum reproduction rate at f (for individual of max length)  

http://www.bio.vu.nl/thb/deb/deblab/add_my_pet/entries_web/Tiliqua_rugosa_res.html
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Figures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
  

TRi 296.35 K temperature for Ri  

Figure 1. Schematic of data and model inputs of the IDEBM model. Examples of weather data: monthly to 
annual temperatures microclimate; Microclimate: local solar and infrared radiation temperature, ground and air 
temperature (Table 2); DEB model: See Table 1 and 4; Heat budget model: See Table 2; Habitat data: food and 
shade patches (Table 3). The DEB and heat budget models update with the time steps of the decision-making 
IBM to form feedback loops. All weather and habitat data are modeled on the sleepy lizard habitat (139°21`E, 
33°55`S). Animal data are for the adult sleepy lizard.    
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Figure 3. (A) Distributions of home range area (km2) of real (pink) and seeded simulated optimising (orange) and 
satisficing (blue) movement strategies under dense resource distribution (food and shade). Home range polygons in 
space showing overlap of seeded simulated (B) satisficing and (C) optimising individuals and (D) real individuals. 
Home ranges in (D) appear more scattered due to different starting locations of real animals, whereas (B) and (C) 
have seeded starting locations in the centre of the landscape. The vegetation layer in (D) is generated from LIDAR 

Figure 2. Schematic of decision-making IBM simulation runs. Solid boxes are processes, dashed boxes are 
individual decisions, and ellipses are individual actions. Searching refers to either searching for food, shade, or 
socialising, depending on the current thermal or metabolic state or movement strategy of the animal. Hungry 
refers to whether the gut fullness threshold is <75%.      
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Figure 4. Activity budget for all optimising and satisficing animals throughout the breeding season showing proportion of 
time spent (A) feeding, (B) searching, and (C) resting, as well as (D) proportion of number of transitions between activity 
states. Radius = time spent in activity state; circumference = days throughout the breeding season. Black arrows indicate a 
5-day period where environmental conditions were not conducive to activity, so animals spent this time resting in shade.   
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Figure 5. Movement path and home ranges of real versus simulated sleepy lizards. (A) Individual #11885, a 
real sleepy lizard showing active movement and (B) individual #11533, a real sleepy lizard showing passive 
movement, throughout the breeding season. (C) A random simulated optimising individual representing the 
maximum potential movement and (D) a random simulated satisficing individual representing the minimum 
movement necessary throughout the breeding season based on its physiological limits. (C–D) green = food 
patches, black = shade patches, and polygons represent home ranges. Patch size in simulations represents time 
elapsed on patch.   
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 Figure 6. Energetic outputs showing differences in maximum (optimising) and minimum (satisficing) 
potential movement. (A) Cumulative movement costs (kJ) for a random simulated optimising 
(orange) and satisficing (blue) individual throughout the breeding season. (B) Difference in mean 
structural volume (g–1 cm3; green), wet mass storage (g; blue), converted food mass (g; black), and 
reproductive organ wet mass (g; pink) between optimising and satisficing movement strategies 
throughout the breeding season.   
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Figure 7. (A) Hourly Tb for individual #11885 (orange), a real sleepy lizard showing active 
movement and individual #11533 (blue), a real sleepy lizard showing passive movement, throughout 
the breeding season. (B) Hourly Tb for a simulated optimising animal (orange) and satisficing animal 
(blue). (C) Example of daily Tb profile for the same optimising animal during the hottest (orange 
curve) and coldest (blue curve) day of the breeding season. Dashed horizontal lines show thermal 
limits of activity period (26ºC–35ºC) and black graphics atop (A) represents the sun cycle.      
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